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Abstract. Building automation systems are vital for reducing both energy consumption and carbon footprint of modern buildings. However, the engineering of such building systems is becoming increasingly complex, such that automating the engineering tasks is inevitable. Therefore, semantic component models of high quality and high expressiveness are required. But, as of today, existing models suffer from focusing on isolated aspects, high effort for component model specification, and low expressiveness in terms of the provided model structures. To close this gap, this paper proposes to adapt a holistic approach for modeling components. Firstly, we investigate different dimensions of component aspects and their interrelations and secondly, we develop BA-GSem, a graph-based semantic component model for building automation. Using a case study of a multi-variant room control unit, we illustrate that the correctness of system design results can be determined more precisely when using the detailed semantic model BA-GSem. The results offer a suitable foundation for improving the quality of automated design approaches for building automation, thus facilitating the creation of modern and sustainable buildings.

1. Introduction

Building automation systems (BAS) facilitate demand-based building operation and are therefore a key concept for reducing both energy consumption and carbon footprint of modern buildings [1–3]. The application areas of smart building technologies are not limited to building automation itself, but they are also important drivers for shaping the digitalization of home health care and customized precision health care by means of smart home and assistance technologies [4]. However, the engineering of smart building systems is highly complex due to a large number of components and component variants to choose from, highly interconnected information flows and interoperability issues among components of the building system [5]. Human engineers are unable to keep up with the pace of component development in the smart building and smart home sectors: they are only familiar with a small number of the available components, which leads to sub-optimal solutions and wasted potential of energy savings [6].

Consequently, automating the engineering tasks is inevitable to cope with the growing complexity of BAS. The major engineering task is the design of the BAS, which, besides for the system development, can also be used in redesign or self-adaption [7] use cases. This component-based design process requires formal component models of high quality and expressiveness, fulfilling the following requirements: They need to offer structures with a high level of detail (Precise Modeling) and in order to be usable by engineering algorithms, the effort for creating and using the component models needs to be in an acceptable magnitude (Ease of Specification and Use). Furthermore, design algorithms will need to cope with heterogeneous levels of detail in the component database (Robustness of Use).
However, state-of-the-art component models suffer from low model expressiveness, focus on isolated aspects or high effort for specification and therefore fail to provide a foundation for successful automated design. This paper addresses these gaps with the following contributions:

2. Ease of Specification and Use: Identification of important component aspects and their interrelations as a basic prerequisite towards adopting modularization approaches.
3. Robustness of Use: Discussion of the impact of different levels of detail on specific system design tasks as foundation to assess feasibility and quality of system design.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work on formal component models for automated engineering approaches. Afterwards, the holistic perspective on component models for building automation (BA) is discussed in Section 3. Subsequently, a case study of a multi-variant generic room control unit is used in Section 4 to validate the applicability and benefits of the holistic perspective and the semantic model BA-GSem. Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary and an outlook towards further research.

2. Related Work
The overall task of automated design consists of fulfilling the user requirements by selecting and combining available components. Semantic specification approaches for functionality allow transforming user requirements into an intermediate, neutral and machine-understandable formal representation of required system functionality. Sub-tasks for the design of BAS are [8]: Selection of suitable components for system functions (“T1-ComponentSelect”), identification of required data flow between components (“T2-DataFlowIdent”), interoperability-check of all interconnected components (“T3-CheckInterop”), and ensuring that all components are capable of providing their functionality (“T4-CheckOperational”). Following this concept, a multi-stage automated design approach for room automation (RA) systems has been proposed [8, 9]. This approach is based on the common functional vocabulary of RA systems standardized by the VDI 3813-2 [10]: The first design step maps the user requirements to a formal semantic model for system functionality. In the second step, this neutral requirement model is transformed into several design suggestions using a component repository that contains formal models of the available RA components.

Existing approaches for formal device modeling include classification approaches [11–13]. These focus on isolated aspects, e.g. eProcurement or eCatalogs. Functional semantics are only annotated on a very coarse level. Several communication technologies for BA provide electronic self-description documents [14, 15]. Such documents contain models of software interfaces as well as basic functional aspects, but are technology-specific and lack detailed semantic information. Finally, Dibowski and colleagues proposed a technology-neutral semantic component model [16], specifying the device interface coarsely on both software and semantic level. Yet, the link between both levels is missing and device models are specified in a non-modularized fashion, creating a high modeling effort for different variants of a product family.

With regard to automated design, especially step T4 is currently not sufficiently supported by any of the existing component model approaches. A holistic approach for modeling devices is required, taking into account aspects such as hardware, software, functionality, and their interrelations. We will extend the approach of Dibowski [16] to meet the practical needs of automated design approaches.

3. A Holistic Perspective on Component Models for Building Automation
3.1. Important model aspects and their relations
A general model of an automation device is shown in Figure 1. It is focused on the Device as the central entity and describes its inner structure as well as its interfaces. Depending on the role of the device, its
Hardware-interfaces may include connections to the process (i.e. the physics of rooms in a building), human-machine-interface elements (operating elements and display functionality), or the communication medium (automation network). The network interface is displayed on the lower right by a connection to a field bus and the appropriate Network Stack, which handles wrapping and un-wrapping payload with the bus’ telegram structure. On the other hand, Periphery Drivers handle the pre-processing and integration of electrical signals received from or sent to the electric terminals (pins) of the device.

The second area of a Device’s inner structure is its Software, which is modeled in terms of a whole Device Application. To allow for better modularization, the general device model allows the Device Application to be composed of individual Software Modules that can be managed and used independently of each other. The Device Application may restrict the number of available instances of each Software Module to account for a limited computational or storage capacity. Software Modules can also be modeled according to their interfaces and inner structure. The Software may receive and send information as payload of the communication platform (i.e. field bus). This data is shown as data points of the Network Interface (nwIn and nwOut). In addition, a Software Module may exchange data with the physical process by means of electrical signals, constituting the Peripheral Interface with the data points pIn and pOut. Lastly, a formal Semantic Model of a Software Module’s functionality processes and generates this information on an abstract level.

As can be seen from the general device model, there are several key aspects that need to be modeled for an automation device. Decomposing a device model into different aspects proves valuable if product families and therefore a great degree of similarity are involved. Instead of having a monolithic device model, each device aspect can be defined in a modular and reusable way, which makes the specification and use of device models more efficient. As part of our investigation, we examined which model parts would prove suitable for modularization. The identified aspects and their dependencies are depicted in Figure 2. A directed edge in this graph means that model artifacts of the aspect at the origin make use of model artifacts of the aspect at the target end of this edge. Starting from the Device as the main entity, several other model aspects are linked: Firstly, a device consists of a specific Hardware and a software Device Application. Secondly, individual variants of a product may target different communication technologies; thus, another important aspect of a device is its Communication Platform (which only needs to be modeled once). The communication platform is again referenced by both hardware and device application, since the first needs to contain a compatible transceiver required for communicating with this particular network and the latter makes use of the communication platform’s application layer data types.

Further references can be identified from the general device model: the device application can be
made up out of *Software Modules*, which each contain *Semantic Models* and reference types from the communication platform. Finally, the hardware aspect referencing the semantic models is less obvious: It can be inferred from the general device model that a semantic model may only receive information from the network interface (i.e., software aspect) or from the peripheral interface (i.e., hardware aspect). Thus, a specific hardware equipment may determine, which parts of the semantic model can be chosen.

### 3.2. Conceptualization of BA-GSem – a Graph-based Semantic Model for Building Automation

The related literature analysis in Section 2 shows that the available structures for specifying component functionality are limited to a plain list of functions without taking into account the inner flow of semantic information as well as neglecting the distribution of data from the semantic interface to the semantic functions and vice versa. In order to provide a more fine-grained structure to model device semantics, we developed a *graph-based semantic model* for software modules of BA devices (cf. Figure 3). This model uses the function block (FB) structure proposed by the VDI 3813-2 [10]: a semantic function is represented by a specific block that defines its information flow interface. More specifically, semantic information of a certain type may be provided to the function block by directing the information flow to connectors, so-called data points, on the input side of the block. Information flows generated by the function block originate at data points on the output side of the block and can be directed to other data points. These connectors also have a specific type and the semantic linking is only valid, if the types of data points and information flow match. In case of function blocks connected to the periphery (i.e., sensor, operating, actuator, and display blocks), data points handling information flows from the peripheral interface will be drawn vertically with a dotted outline, whereas all other data points are visualized in a horizontal style with a continuous outline. This distinction is motivated by the physical connectors in [10].

With information flows connecting function blocks, a function block network as a directed graph is created. In order to be able to interact with further semantic models (contained in other devices or software modules), a semantic model also needs an interface. This semantic interface is depicted on the left (semantic input) and right (semantic output) side of the function block network. If a semantic information is created inside the function block network, this information can only be used outside the semantic model if it is represented in the semantic output interface. The semantic model is used as an abstract and formal description of how the software code of a software module processes data. Therefore, data available at the interfaces of software modules need to be mapped to the semantic interface of the semantic model, distinguishing between periphery and network. Since semantic models are more abstract than software modules, this mapping will be an abstraction (software types to abstract semantic types) or a specialization (abstract semantic types to specific software types).

Even after production and programming, automation devices can be adapted to a specific use case by configuring a set of parameters. Usually, data types can be changed and even some functionality

---

**Figure 3. BA-GSem: Graph-based semantic model of a software module**
Table 1. Levels of detail (LoD) for model aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sem0</td>
<td>no semantic model</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sem1</td>
<td>functions annotated as plain list</td>
<td>[13], [11], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sem2</td>
<td>additional model of semantic interface</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sem3</td>
<td>detailed graph-based semantic model</td>
<td>BA-GSem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>SW0</td>
<td>no software model</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SW1</td>
<td>software interface of device application</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SW2</td>
<td>software divided into individual SW modules</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>SW3</td>
<td>operation modes of software modules</td>
<td>BA-GSem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>HW0</td>
<td>no model of hardware features</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HW1</td>
<td>communication technology and transceiver</td>
<td>[14], [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HW2</td>
<td>number and type of peripheral connectors</td>
<td>[13], [11], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HW3</td>
<td>semantic of peripheral connectors</td>
<td>BA-GSem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can be (de-)activated. The graph-based semantic model accounts for such post-production flexibility by the concept of Operation Modes (OM), which possibly alter the semantic graph, the mapping between semantic and software data points as well as their respective types in a pre-defined way. By doing so, an operation mode acts as a wrapper for the semantic model of a software module.

3.3. The impact of the level of expressiveness on the feasibility of automated design

With the proposed graph-based semantic model offering more detailed structures to model components’ functional semantics, more fine-grained analyses and consistency checks become available at the level of automated design. However, it has to be expected that the semantic models in a component repository will not always be homogeneously described. The available level of detail (LoD) of semantic component descriptions in a component repository restricts, which analyses and consistency checks can be performed by the automated design algorithms.

We will now define different levels of detail for key aspects of component models (i.e. Semantics, Software, Hardware) and subsequently discuss their impact on typical automated engineering sub-tasks from Section 2. Table 1 defines the different levels of detail for the three main aspects of device models, including a short description and examples.

The first sub-task of automated design – “T1 Component Selection” – benefits from detailed semantic models since components are selected based on neutral functional requirements using the same functional vocabulary as the semantic model. Levels Sem1 and Sem2 already allow a proper querying of devices based on functions. Sem3 adds the ability to query sub-graph-structures, which can be used by sophisticated device selection algorithms to solve the cover problem. The next step, “T2 Data Flow Identification” benefits from detailed models of the software and semantic aspects. The levels SW1 and SW2 offer a basic understanding of the software’s interface; however, since they – unlike SW3 – do not include operation modes, they incur a model error when describing the device’s flexibility. On the semantic dimension, Sem2 enables an identification, which semantic data might be communicated on a possible software connection. However, if Sem3 is not available, there is no way of exactly assessing, what the purpose of the semantic data is and whether it is used at all.

The step that benefits the most from detailed models is step “T3 Check Interoperability”. Each data flow connection needs to be investigated for validity on different levels: semantically using information starting from level Sem2 (Sem3 allowing more detailed checks), syntactically on software level (feasible
at SW1 and above with SW3 removing uncertainty even further) and on hardware level (HW2 and above).

Finally, step “T4 Check if Operational” needs to make sure that all devices are delivered the information they require for proper functioning. This can only be assessed, if the interfaces are modeled (Sem2 and above, SW1 and above, HW2 and above). The more information is available, the more accurate the operational state of components can be evaluated. For a device to be operational, it has to be ensured that all information required by semantic models is provided by either the software interface or appropriate hardware modules.

4. Case Study: Product Family "Generic Room Control Unit"

In order to provide a validation for the proposed semantic model BA-GSem and to show its applicability for product families in BA, we apply the method of a case study. The core element of the case study is a generic room control unit (RCU) product family, which is inspired by actual products to depict the real complexity of component models in the context of automated design approaches. The RCU product family is made up of eight similar variants that differ in their hardware configuration, which introduces subtle constraints and dependencies with respect to the functionality an RCU variant is able to fulfill.

4.1. Set-up of the Case Study

Figure 4 depicts the building blocks of the case study. All RCU variants are based on a common hardware template, which includes a temperature sensor and a small as well as a large panel for optional extension with hardware modules. There are two small and two large hardware modules: The small modules (P: Presence button and M: Manual presence slider) offer different interaction mechanisms for manually indicating the presence of persons in the room. Module P contains a button that is pressed when entering the room, while module M contains a slidable presence switch that is usually used for a distinction between day and night mode. Each large module (S: Set point temperature and F: Fan speed) features a rotary switch. Module S allows a continuous adjustment of the temperature set point (usually with an offset of ±5K), while module F has five distinct levels for the fan speed.

Restrictions regarding the large panel are: Each module can only be used once and if the large panel is equipped, module S must be present. Furthermore, if module F is chosen, the small panel must not be empty. As can be seen, the panels cannot be considered independently from each other. In total, the RCU product family consists of eight product variants.

As can be seen from the green function blocks in Figure 4, the software for the product family has been modularized into four independent software modules: \textit{tsens} (Temperature Sensor), \textit{tctrl} (Temperature Control), \textit{occup} (Occupancy), and \textit{fctrl} (Fan Control). For simplification, the imaginary manufacturer of the RCU product family supplies each product variant with a uniform device application consisting of those four modules.

4.2. Comparison of semantic models

The comparison of different semantic modeling approaches will be presented using the example of the \textit{tctrl} software module, since it offers a degree of complexity to illustrate issues when dealing...
The tctrl software module implements a demand-based closed-loop temperature control for room temperature. The temperature controller computes a valve set point, which is transmitted from the software data point “valvePos” to a remote valve actuator using the communication network. The controller requires information about the current room temperature, the chosen temperature set point, and the current occupancy information, which is taken from both the network and the periphery: Network-wise, the room temperature and occupancy information are received by the software data points “roomTemp” and “occupState”, respectively. Finally, the temperature set point is calculated from a base set point and a set point offset that can be adjusted using the temperature set point dial of hardware module S. To convert the electrical signal from the peripheral interface, a driver block “Adjust Temperature Set Point” is required. In order to keep the example concise, a simplified notion based on VDI 3813-2 [10] is used for specifying semantics. Usually, temperature control would also involve functionality like energy mode selection or function selection, which however do not add any relevant information for this case study.

For a validation of the capabilities of BA-GSem, different semantic models of the RCU software module tctrl have been created as a manual enrichment of the existing ontology component models [16] using the OWL ontology language [17]. They are presented for each LoD from Sem1 to Sem3. Figure 5 depicts these three models: As a base line, model 1 depicted on the left (without the semantic data points in blue) is a semantic model consisting of a list of semantic functions. For semantic aspects, it achieves LoD Sem1. The second model is an extension by adding semantic interface information (i.e. data points of semantic model). Model 2 achieves LoD Sem2. On the right, the third model following the BA-GSem approach is depicted. It consists of a graph of semantic functions and thus achieves the highest ranking Sem3 in terms of semantic LoD. Since all variants of the RCU product family are supplied with the same device application, implicit constraints on which software modules are usable for a specific variant arise. Variants that do not have the hardware module S cannot use software module tctrl, since the set point offset dial is required for a proper functioning of tctrl. This static constraint can be evaluated at time of device modeling without need for any context information.

Furthermore, tctrl is dependent on a presence information being available. Thus, variants without the P or M hardware modules need to be provided with a presence information from the network. This is a dynamic constraint that needs to be taken into account during step T4 of the automated design process – it cannot be sufficiently evaluated during device modeling.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the function-list-based semantic models on the left are not sufficient to evaluate both static and dynamic constraints. The static constraint regarding hardware module S cannot be specified at all for both LoDs Sem1 and Sem2. The dynamic constraint requiring an occupancy value is also not modeled appropriately. While the software interface features a data point for an occupancy state, it is not clear for Sem1 if this information is evaluated by the semantic model and if tctrl is operational without a presence information. LoD Sem2 specifies semantic interfaces, so it is sufficient to assess that presence information “P_ACT” is required, but not if tctrl is operational without “P_ACT”.

In contrast, the semantic model of BA-GSem contains a sufficient level of detail for both constraints...
to be checked. In the static case, explicit modeling the peripheral interface reveals that the operational state of the semantic model depends on the availability of signals from the set point dial. For a dynamic evaluation of the occupancy constraint, it is explicitly modeled that the temperature controller is not operational without occupancy information.

In general, implicit constraints on provided functionality need to be detected and taken into account when modeling components. However, until now, functionality could not sufficiently be determined by analyzing the device software only, especially not in case of re-used uniform device applications. Using the detailed BA-GSem model, relevant constraints can be inferred, which allows to model modularized software components only once and without using error-prone copy-and-paste techniques. As a summary, providing additional levels of detail increases model quality and fosters the reduction of modeling errors induced by implicit constraints and inconsistencies amongst variants of product families.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

Smart building systems play a vital role for sustainable and smart cities in the future. However, the engineering of these building systems is a complex process, which still suffers from available products not being semantically modeled in sufficient detail. In this paper, we proposed BA-GSem, an enhanced graph-based semantic model for BA components. This model is part of a holistic perspective on component models, which also takes into account dependencies to hardware and software aspects. Thus, it is a foundation for capturing the real-world complexity of building automation product families, providing input for automated engineering algorithms. To this end, we used a realistic case study to discuss the influence of different model granularity on the steps of the typical engineering process.

Component manufacturers’ expertise on product functionality and inner working mechanisms is a most valuable asset and allows for a high component model quality. The level of detail offered by BA-GSem implies that manufacturers need to invest more time and effort in modeling their products. While BA-GSem provides appropriate structures to capture this knowledge, further research should investigate, how the effort of model specification can be reduced and which quality assurance mechanisms can be put in place. To this end, we intend to provide tooling support for model specification. It is also conceivable to investigate an integration of this component model with already applied solutions for product information modeling as well as using the detailed information from the different model aspects for consistency checking. Finally, further research on how the levels of detail affect further engineering tasks is required to tap the full potential of automated engineering.
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